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Vincent Van Duysen & Valke Vleug

A 
HEDONIST 

Winemaking, architecture, and nature join forces to form an epicurean escape from reality at Valke 
Vleug, a cool climate wine estate in Belgium founded by entrepreneur Jan Van Lancker and designed by 

architect Vincent Van Duysen.
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In the flat Belgian countryside between Brussels and Antwerp, 
the Valke Vleug winery can be found tucked away from the road, 
surrounded by silence and nature. To some, it might come as a 
surprise that wine is produced in Belgium, but viniculture has a 
long history in the country, particularly thriving between the 9th 
and 16th centuries. Today Belgium has around 20 wineries.

Valke Vleug is the vision of two people – entrepreneur and 
owner Jan Van Lancker and architect Vincent Van Duysen. The 
creative partnership was born when Van Lancker approached 
Van Duysen with a carte blanche to design the new winery. With 
his background in real estate and development, Van Lancker was 
already familiar with Van Duysen’s work, and knew the architect 
would respect the natural location, without building anything too 
‘dramatic’. So after listing the requirements for making wine, “the 
rest was up to Van Duysen and his imagination,” says Van Lancker.

Van Duysen was intrigued by the unique nature of the brief: “When 
you look at wineries in other parts of the world, the landscapes are 
totally different. Here, the land is flat with trees – a typical Flemish 
landscape. My vision is always to show respect to the environment, 
and with this project we pay homage to the local agricultural 
building typology.”

The architectural plan of Valke Vleug is based on a typical 19th 
century farm with a central courtyard surrounded by four wings. 
The main building, a long horizontal barn with a cantilevering 
gable roof, stretches out beyond an entrance courtyard. Half of the 
barn is occupied by vinification, while the other half is dedicated to 
pleasure, with indoor and outdoor spaces for tasting and enjoying 
wine.

The design is a balancing act between architecture and nature, 
compression and release, lightness and weight. To the right of the 
courtyard, thick concrete walls create a sense of enclosure in the 
flat landscape. On the left side of the courtyard a 10-metre-tall box 
rises up like an outpost overlooking the flat landscape. “We needed 
to create some contrasts – the horizontal versus the vertical,” says 
Van Duysen.

At first Van Lancker was hesitant about placing a tall element 
in the flat rural environment, but the architect convinced him. 
“It’s all in balance,” says Van Lancker. “The vertical element is a 
statement that gives strength to the whole. The view from the 
rooftop across the landscape is exquisite – there are very few farms 
in the neighbourhood, it is mainly just land, trees and the pleasing 
sight of the symmetrical rows of vines, one after the other.” Just 
one other vertical element breaks the linear perspective of the flat 
landscape, a 60-year-old oak tree marking the centre of the estate.

The heaviness of the concrete walls is softened by their earthen 
colour, which Van Duysen carefully matched to the environment 
by collecting a sand sample from the ground for the concrete 
manufacturer to find the exact same tone. Other primary materials 
such as the corrugated steel roofs and dark wood facade panels 

contrast the pastoral colours of the adjacent vineyards and 
landscape. While these materials nod to those of the old barns 
found nearby, the architecture at Valke Vleug is elemental and 
contemporary.

The interior of the ‘outpost’ has been designed as a residence, not 
for anyone in particular, but to create a feeling of comfort for 
visitors. Here, the ground floor living room with a fireplace is 
Van Lancker’s favourite place to spend time at Valke Vleug: “From 
there I can see a 180-degree view of the vineyard. It’s cosy, subtle in 
colour, with beautiful art and timeless furniture. It’s peaceful and 
makes me feel calm.”

Van Lancker carefully curated each piece of furniture and art across 
the winery. The unique wooden furniture is all handmade by Daniel 
De Belder, a diamond trader by profession. Under his studio De 
Belder, he creates one of a kind pieces that explore the character 
of natural wood by following its grain, carving organic shapes and 
sensual facets.

Only abstract art can be found on the walls, including works 
by Mark Rothko and Sadaharu Horio selected from the Axel 
Vervoordt Gallery, which specialises in Japanese art and aesthetics. 
“When I look at abstract art, I feel rested,” says Van Lancker, who 
has been collecting art for more than 20 years, with a particular 
focus on Gutai, the avant garde Japanese art movement from the 
1950s and 60s.

“There are many expressions of beauty, and some that I don’t 
appreciate or know about, but the definition of beauty is personal. 
Valke Vleug is my project and its beauty is as I define it. Here I can 
look around, without seeing objects, functionality, or materials – 
the whole place gives me a visual experience of happiness.”

The result of building his own expression of beauty is a physical 
place that is a healing antidote to Van Lancker’s busy modern life. 
“I recently read a book that said not everybody should meditate and 
do yoga every day. I work a lot, I’m a restless person, my mind is 
always busy, but when I come to the winery, it’s exactly what I need, 
a piece of rest,” he says.

To Van Duysen the emotional experience of his work is the number 
one priority: “Especially for hard-working people with busy 
lifestyles, I like to think of my projects as sanctuaries, creating 
a feeling of disconnection to the outer world where everything 
is moving too fast. Jan and I are quite similar. We are used to 
travelling non-stop and sitting on planes. We know that we have to 
take care of ourselves, and find calmness within ourselves, but also 
importantly through what we create. Luckily most of my clients 
describe how they feel serene and detached from the outer world in 
my buildings. I’m very happy to be able to achieve that.”
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Van Duysen is on a lifelong aesthetic journey to find the essential 
form, stripping back as much excess as possible along the way. 
He began studying architecture at the Sint-Lucas School of 
Architecture in Ghent, and then went to Milan to work under 
Aldo Cibic. “I started my degree at the peak of Postmodernism. You 
couldn’t see more forms, textures and colours than during those 
five years. And when I finished, it was all about Deconstructivism 
– fluid forms, pushing material boundaries, all super dynamic and 
expressive,” he says.

“When I returned from Milan, having worked in the era of 
Postmodernism, I was already attracted to more simple ways 
of living. I travelled a lot, and started learning about nomadic 
cultures. Subconsciously I became fascinated by the beauty of 
simplicity. It’s a way of life I always live by and return to. More than 
ever right now, I still believe in the effect of a calming environment 
– a quiet materiality, a visual silence.”

This close attention to mood and materiality can be found across 
every aspect of the winery. In the vineyards Van Lancker chose 
acacia wood for the pillars that support the vines, instead of the 
more functional material of metal, because he was so drawn to 
the wooden pillars he had seen in French vineyards. “I know I will 
have to replace them every 10 years, but we will find a way, because 
there’s no way that something not beautiful will enter Valke Vleug. 
Everything must be outstanding. It’s not about money, I have no 
statement to make on that, it’s about quality.”

To reach the highest quality of wine, Van Lancker knew he had 
to find the right partners to collaborate with. “I’m not a wine 
expert. It’s more the nature and the beauty of the winemaking 
that interests me. I’ve taken classes, I’ve tried, but my brain doesn’t 
connect with the chemistry,” he says. He partnered with Pieter 
Raeymaekers, a well-travelled winemaker, and Johan Stoffels, an 
experienced wine sourcer, to set up Vinetiq, part winemaker, part 
international wine distributor with a specialism in cool climate 
wines.

“Cool climate wine has a very balanced nature characterised by its 
lighter body and lower alcohol content in comparison to the wines 
typical of warmer climates,” says Van Lancker. Part of Vinetiq’s 
mission at Valke Vleug is to develop the reputation of cool climate 
wine, he says. “Cool climate wines are already appreciated by 
sommeliers and premium restaurants experimenting with specialist 
cuisines. If you want to work with these people, you need to hire 
a good team with knowledge, it’s not about marketing. I want to 
work with people who can discuss the wine intelligently – whether 
it is to their taste or not, but at least we must be able to have a 
discussion.”

The wine distribution arm of Vinetiq supports the winemaking 
at Valke Vleug in gaining and spreading more knowledge of cool 
climate wine internationally. “We import and sell wine from all 
over the world, New Zealand and Canada amongst other places, 
always from very small wineries. If you work with people in the 
know, it’s much easier to talk and to learn together,” says Van 
Lancker.

An important part of the wider vision at Valke Vleug is to create 
an open venue that reaches beyond wine and into other disciplines 
for creatives to share their art and for guests to enjoy. The estate 
launched in February with a curated programme of events bringing 
together wine, music, art and food. In addition to wine tastings 
and tours, highlights include a classical concert by the Brussels 
Philharmonic of Vivaldi’s Four Seasons followed by a recomposed 
version by Max Richter and a culinary chef’s table with Kobe 
Desramaults of the legendary Belgian restaurant In De Wulf.

“For me this place is a canvas,” says Van Lancker. “It’s a wonderful 
environment. Nature is beautiful, but the humbleness of the 
architecture welcomes all sorts of activities that feed the pleasure 
and joy of the guests. People ask me, ‘What is your next dream?’, 
and I tell them, I don’t have another dream, this is my dream. It’s a 
hedonistic playground where I can do whatever I like to do. I’m 54 
years old and if I can spend the rest of my life organising hedonist 
experiences in these surroundings, then I will be a happy person.”
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